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May 31, 2019 
 
 
Dear Families,  

 
Once again, the state education department will conduct a formal review of our school 
during the first week in June.  Once again, you’re invited. 
 
On Wednesday, June 5, at 8:35 A.M., the state’s reviewers will be asking families for 
input.  We want the biggest group of families we can get to represent our school.  Staff 
will not be part of this meeting, but we hope you can be there. 
 
As you know, this review has been scheduled because the state has designated CPE1 for 
Comprehensive School Improvement (CSI).  This happened primarily because of our high 
rate of students opting out of last year’s state exams.    In response, the state will be 
making recommendations for CPE1 to follow. 
 
While families choose to participate in their focus group, some children will be selected 
by the reviewers to do the same.  I told one of the reviewers that, whenever possible, 
CPE1 tries to inform a family in advance if a child will be asked questions in a meeting 
with someone from outside the school; I don’t think we’ll be given time to tell families if 
reviewers invite children to one of the two student focus groups.  I am sorry not to 
extend that courtesy. 
 
We really hope your voice can be heard Wednesday morning.  Thanks to everyone who 
can make it. 
 
 

Gardening at School  
Dig, if you will, a courtyard.   
 
Yes, Prince lyrics are in a formal letters to families, and, yes, you really should look 
around the garden in our Madison Avenue courtyard.  Throughout the year, every CPE1 
child works in that garden, planting seeds and tending the soil.  You have just a few 
more days to see what they grew. 
 



 

 

Tomato and cilantro, chard and chive, radish and rhubarb – our planters have yielded 
enormous variety.  Children have raised about fourteen vegetables, plus edible flowers, 
in the equivalent of just a ten-foot by twelve-foot plot of earth.  There isn’t much more 
time to see it.   
 
Very soon, children will harvest what they planted.  Our dedicated garden volunteer 
gardener, Bunny Sheffield, has planned salad celebrations, where children get to taste 
what they grew.   In salads, the contributions of many mix together as one.  In the 
courtyard and the classroom, the work of the hands helps children take pride their 
accomplishments, and the work of community builds appreciation for working together. 
 
 
  
Reminders: No School Coming Up 
This is just a short reminder that public schools are closed three times over the next two 
weeks: 
 

 June 4 for Eid al-Fitr 

 June 6 for the citywide Chancellor’s Conference Day 

 June 11 for the citywide clerical day 
 
Thanks again for making extra plans for those days when children are home. 

  


